
TECHNICAL RIDER 

Front PA: 

Full Range PA System (d&b, L’Acoustics, Meyer, Turbosound, HK) well fit for 
venue. One sound engineer for soundcheck and show + eventually foldback 
monitoring 

Mixing Console: 

On Bells SOLO provides a STEREO Feed from Stage to: 
- FOH
- Stereo Monitor Wedges

Monitoring: 
if no seperate Monitor Mix on Stage: 
2 x min. 800 Watt Wedges (d&b M2/M4/M6/Max L’Acoustics X12/X15HiQ) 
! 12”Speaker Minimum !

Backline provided by venue: 
Please contact band immediately if there are any issues with that! 
! 2 Keyboard Stands (K&M)
! 1 Large Boom MicStands (K&M)
! 5 XLR Cables, length fit for venue

Power Supply: 
(European 230 Volts Type F Socket) for Backline has to be on Stage 
SEPERATE from Lighting Circuit! (DIMMER!)  
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On Bells SOLO INPUTS on Stage 

S-Box Instrument Mic/DI Info

1 Stage Mixer L DI

2 Stage Mixer R DI
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Off Stage Rider: 
- Parking Spot at Venue
- one warm Meal for every musician + Crew after Show
- Quiet Backstage Room with Snacks and cooled drinks non-alcoholic & alco-
holic from arrival
- if necessary, accommodation + shower for band + crew
- observance of running order

Travelparty: 
2/3 People  

- Jakob - On Bells Solo Set
- Helping Hand/Merchperson/Driver

Catering: 
since we are mostly vegetarians we would prefer a meatless alternative  and 
some snacks. also drinks are welcome. we would never deny a tasty break-
fast in the morning. 

Backstage: 
We need a lockable room to put our personal stuff and maybe can chill out 
before and after the show. 

Accomodation: 
we need 2 beds in the same building near to the venue. we are very happy 
about hotel rooms, but also very thankful to crash in someone's flat. 

This Rider is part of the contract ! 

In any case of questions or changes PLEASE contact: 

On Bells: Jakob Kolb 
+436781225812
kolbjakob@gmail.com
www.onbells.com
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ON BELLS STAGE PLOT
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